
THE ULTIMATE ELOPEMENT 
PLANNING GUIDE & CHECKLIST



Cheers to you for making the tough decision 
to plan a wedding day for YOU. 

          
Eloping means that all of the wedding day choices you have to 

make, are yours entirely. 

You make the rules. 

You can truly make your day any adventure you want, it can be a 
day that reflects the two of you instead of 

being focused on everone else’s needs, opinions, and expectations.
 All of this freedom to plan your dream day can feel a bit 

overwhelming. That’s where we come in. 



When you invest your trust and your money in me, I invest everything 

I have into you, your experience, and your memories. It’s not just a 

click of a button - photographing your wedding is a big responsibility, 

and you deserve a photographer who has experience, who has 

professional equipment and backup gear, who knows how to pose 

people and how to work with harsh or difficult lighting, and who will 

be there with you and for you, 100% of the way.

Here’s the truth: you have tons of options when it comes to choosing 

someone to photograph your wedding. You have different price 

points, different styles, different personalities, different levels of 

experience, and all the other stuff that makes every photographer 

different.

We spend so much time creating an actual experience for our couples 
rather than just showing up and taking pretty photos of your day. 
The thing about photos is that no matter how crazy life can get, for a 
second, when I click that shutter button, time stands still,  everything 
freezes, and in that moment, for a fraction of a second, everything is 
beautiful and life is perfect.

When we grow old, photos remind us of how we once looked. When 

times get tough, photos let us re-live those times when life was much 

easier and full of hopes and dreams. When we lose our loved ones, 

photos are the only thing that lives on and allows us to immerse in the 

nostalgia and memories.

Photos are timeless. Photos are sacred and meant to be cherished. 

My job as a photographer is more than just clicking pretty photos but 

also authentic photos that help you relive your wedding day. I put 

my whole heart into my work and my couples and I hope you do the 

same when it comes to choosing a photographer who speaks the 

same language your heart does.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED ELOPEMENT QUESTIONS

BEFORE WE DIVE IN.....

WHAT IS AN ELOPEMENT? HOW LONG DO I NEED TO PLAN?

WHAT IS THE COST? CAN I HAVE GUESTS?

A wedding day that is filled with experiences 
that take your breathe away, locations that 

make your heart skip a beat and moments that 
make time feel like it’s standing still.

We have seen couples successfully plan  
incredible elopements anywhere from a year out 

to 1 week out. 
The average length of planning time is about  

4-10 months. This gives you time to book flights, 
lodging and find any additional vendors.

If you have close family & 
friends that are on board with your vision and 

want to support & celebrate with you, absolutely!
Typically our elopement couples keep their guests 

under 30.

The average for a traditional 
wedding in the US is $34,000, but you can have an 

incredible elopement for less than half of that.  
Expect to spend a majority of your budget on 

photography and the rest on travel, attire, rings, 
flowers, hair & makeup, an officiant, food, 

activities, and your marriage license.
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